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 A Vajradhara-Focused Guru Yoga 

Relaxing the Mind in its Natural State 

Written by Khenchen Konchog Gyaltshen Rinpoche 
Translated by Terence Barrett 
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REFUGE AND BODHICITTA 

Jey dü sum sang gyey rin po chey 
Sem dung wey tsey jig kyab su chi 

Ma khor wa khyam pa’i sem jän ley 
Jam nying jey jang chub sem chog kyey 

Precious Buddha, master of the three times: 
With longing mind, I take refuge one-pointedly in you; 

For the sake of the mother sentient beings wandering in 
samsara I cultivate kindness, compassion, and the supreme 

mindset, bodhicitta. 

(Repeat three times) 

VISUALISATION 

Ku nang tong tshän bey lhang ngey wa 
Sung trag tong tshang yang lhän ney 

wa Thug sal tong khyen nyi lham mey 
wa 
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Je tsa wa’i la ma dor jey chang 
Lord root lama, Vajradhara: 

Your appearance-emptiness body is resplendent with major 
and minor marks; Your sound-emptiness speech is with 

melodious, divine voice; and Your clarity-emptiness mind is 
radiant with two-fold knowledge. 
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MANTRA RECITATION 

OM AH NA MO GU RU BAZRA DRIK MA HA MU DRA SIDDHI 
PHA LA HUNG 

(Repeat many times) 

BLESSING SUPPLICATION 

Dag ley nyön jag thag dam pö jing 
Dug ngal gyi ba lab gyün chey mey 

Da sig shing la ma rin po chey 
Kyab re sa khyey ley mey do kyey 

Bound tightly in the chains of my karma and 
afflictions There is no relief from my suffering, wave 
upon wave; Please recognize this, precious lama, and 

help me – You are my only hope. 

(Repeat three or more times) 
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EMPOWERMENT AND DISSOLUTION 

Sem yo mey sol wa tab pa’i thü 
Jin lab kyi ö phung chey cher trhö 
Dag lü la thim bey drib kün jang 

La ma dang rang sem yer mey thal 

Powered by my supplications with unwavering mind 
The lama’s blessing-light shines brighter and brighter, and 

then Dissolves into my body, purifying all my obscurations – 
My mind and the lama’s are inseparable. 

(Rest in equipoise) 

DEDICATION 

Je dro gön dor jey chang chen gyi Sol 
deb kyi gom dey jin lab thü 

Ma drin chen kha khyab sem jän nam 
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Chö chag gya chen por ro nyam shog 

By this supplication of the great Vajradhara, 
the Lord Migrator-Protector, 

Empowered by my meditation practice and your blessing, May 
all the kind mother sentient beings pervading space Attain the 

one taste, the mahamudra. 


